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SOC IETY
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The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and improve the
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long
history and a unique architectural heritage, and represents a trust
It should
placed for the time being In the hands of our generation.
be our concern to ensure that such contributions as we In our turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The strength of such a society lies In the extent to which it can be
seen to represent public opinion: the larger its membership the
greater Its influence will be.
The Society arranges regular meetings for talks, discussions and

films and produces a Bulletin of its news and articles of local InIn May 1969 It produced a special report
terest three times a year.
on the High Street conservation area which has been well received as

It has also been very actthe basis for formulating future policy.
ive in making representations to the local authorities on planning
matters, Influencing, for example, the treatment of the site in front
of Sackvl].le College.

The subscription is 50 pence a year (additional members in the
same family 25 pence) to be renewed on 1 January every year, except
by those joining at or after the A.G.M. in the previous year. If

subscriptions have not been received by 31 January reminders will
be sent.
If they have still not been received by 28 February a
final reminder will be sent in May instead of the Bulletin.
If
there Is still no response membership will be cancelled.
Subscriptions should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead.
A copy of the Society's corititution Is available on request.
PRESIDENT

I.D.MARGARY, M.A., F.S.A.
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PUBLICATIONS
Matter for the Bulletin should be sent to Mr M.J.Leppard, 150A,
London Road, East Grinstead, the hon. editor.
Unsigned contributions are the joint work of the editor and officers.
Opinions expressed in signed articles are not necessarily
those of anyone but their authors.
Back numbers of the Bulletins and Report on the High Street may
be obtained from the editor (address above), as available, 5 pence
each plus postage. Unwanted copies may be sent to him for re-sale.
CORRESPONDENCE
Applications for membership, subscriptions and notice of change
of address should be sent to the Treasurer. Suggestions for the
Society's activities and all other correspondence should be sent to
the Secretaries (address above), from whom may be obtained details of
the Society's current programme and a brochure describing its objects

and containing an application form for membership especially suitable
for passing on to friends.
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EDITORIAL
As our Society reaches the end of its fourth year of existence we
may reflect with some pride on our achievements and activities so far
and the strength indicated by the variety of subjects and contributors
This
in these iages and the real interest that lies behind them.
should encourage us in dealing with future developments and dangers.
But for the time being our immediate concern must be the quality and
This sign of our
the impact of our Local History Exhibition in July.
regard for the history of our town is also the measure of our care for
Please read carefully the deits present and concern for its future.
The
tailed nro lgress report on p.10 and see what you can do to help
strength of the Society is not greater than the sum of its members.
MEET INGS
TUNBRIDGE WELLS: THE ARCHITECTURE OF AWATERING PLACE was the title of
an erudite and much appreciated talk on 15 March by Mr J,A.Netjman, the
editor of The Buildings of Kent, where his subject can be pursued further by those whose interest was aroused.
THE COMMITTEE met on 26 January and 23 March.
The subjects discussed
are mentioned throughout this Bulletin.
Next meeting 24 May.
NEXT MEETING (in the future at the time of writing but probably in the
past by the time you receive this): Mr A.R.Quiney, Chief Historian,
G.L.C. Historic Buildings Department, on his department's work.
SUMMER OUTING: It is hoped to arrange a Wednesday evening visit in
June to West Hoathly for conducted tours of the Church, Priest House,
Manor House and Barn.
Those who wish to be well prepared might care
to read Mrs Ridley's recent The Story of a Forest Village, an imaginative reconstruction of the history of West Hoathly, based on original
sources but without scholarly apparatus.
(Some will remember how Mrs
Ridley did the same for East Grinstead in the historical pageant which
formed part of our Festival of Britain celebrations.
Do any scripts
survive?)
ACT IV IT TES
BRITAIN IN BLOOM PROJECT: A small group of volunteers has now cleared
our site in College Lane by the Playfield. Anyone who can spare, some
time to help with the planting (no heavy work) please phone 23226.
We
are grateful to Miss Field for offering two shrubs.
HISTORICAL EXHIBITION: see p.10.
OUR NEXT BULLETIN, in September, will be our tenth.
It is hoped to
provide some special features to mark this milestone.
All contributions to reach the editor by Moflday 31 July please.
PLANNING REPRESENTATIONS: We await definite developments on the BYPASS.
EAST COURT: see note on p.L.
THE HERMITAGE: see p.?.
OUR

COVER

PICTURE

Despite what some said of our attitude to the Railway Station we
do have time for Victorian architecture. Our cover (again from Lamberts views published in the early 1880s) shows the picturesque Chap-

els at the Queens Road Cemetery, built in 1869 when it was opened, one

for the established Church and one for Dissenters.
The architect is
unknown.
The cemetery was closed in 1916 (except for occasional old
inhabitants) so it provides rich material for a study of the Victorian
way of death.
But now the Chapels are abandoned lumber rooms for old
ecclesiastical furniture and gardening implements. A brick lean-to
with corrugated asbestos roof has been added to the 1879 mortuary on
the northern side. One wonders if they are worth listing and whether
any new use can decently be found for them.
Any ideas?
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THE POST OFFICE: East Grinstead has fine roots which go back to early
mediaeval times.
One of the main aims of our Society is to preserve
those roots.
Much of the town is modern and growing, so the other
main aim is to ensure that the new is worthy of the old.
Standing between these two aims is our General Post Office. With Queen Victoria's crown over the entrance it must have been an outstanding building
In its day.
The exterior has a faint resemblance to the Albert Hall
and Albert Memorial.
Inside the six serving hatches - generous when
built - obey the unwritten Post Office law that never more than half
shall be open, so that at busy times the waiting public overflows into
London Road.
Should
Thus there is a predicament for our Society.
we seek to preserve this splendid piece of Victoriana by applying for
it to be made a listed building or should we point out to the Postmaster that .7hat was sufficient for East Grinstead in 1896 is inadequate for 1972?
G.W.H.F.
EAST COURT: The article by Mr Hobden in the January Bulletin is interesting but I was disappointed that it was not followed by a statement
of the Society's view of the TJ.D.C.'s latest development proposals at
East Court.
Taken singly the latest project might not be too serious
- although bad enough - but seen against the rapid encroachment of
housing estates and the sale of land in and around East Court in the
last three years it is a matter of grave concern to many in the town.
Several times in the course of conversation I have been asked if the
East Grinstead Society, which was formed to protect such amenities,
has taken any action.
C.E.
(The Editor apo1ogiss for having failed to record that the committee decided on 9 December to write to the U.D.C. expressing
our that this open space be retained as important for
the town, especially in view of surrounding developments'.)
CHURCH HALL: The new Church Hall is less pleasing than the architect's drawing.
May one suggest the planting of some green things
to grow on its walls?
P.O.
OLD NAMES: I am much interested in our Sussex place-names, particularly the meanings of the various suffixes such as den, stead, ham,
and so on, and regret that I do not know their old meanings.
Would
it be possible to publish a list with their correct derivation and
meaning? I am sure many other people would be Interested.
E.A.
NEW NAMES: I applaud the suggestion (January Bulletin) for CuckfieldGrnstead as a name for the new local government district.
Every opportunity, I believe, should be taken to combat the faceless anonymity
being forced upon us by P.O. codes, telephone number combinations,
commercial and bank account numbers - all the human pulp required by
today's machine worshipping age.
The G.L.C.'s inspired birth of Redbridge, Tower Hamlets, etc. may be fine for severing a stigmatic association of the past and, one may hope, will mean something 50 to 100
years on, but Heaven save us from the self-destruction of Grenestede,
Mid-Downs and other products of suburban snobbery!
J.S.V.
NEWS FOR MEMBERS
MEMBERSHIP is now 122, all fully paid up.
This Bulletin is not being
sent to those whose subscriptions have not been renewed.
The Chantry
stead (s
ussex
Grammar School, Dyke Road, Hove, BN3 6EG at 20n.p; each plus 21 n .p.
postage, all proceeds to the Society's funds.
BULLETINS: Sometimes copies of the Bulletin slip out with one blank
side or a page missing.
If this should ever happen to your copy
please return it to the Secretaries for replacement.
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THE POTTERY: SOME MEMORIES
.

--.

by Miss Enid Allen

It was with a good deal of regret that I saw the kiln and house
in Park Road, which for so long had housed the Foster family, had
been demolished.
My interest began in the 1920s when my partner and I ran Golards
on the A22 opposite Hobbs Barracks as a poultry farm. We decided we
would try to sell some of our eggs and poultry to passers-by, and so
the first of these stalls to be started in this area began. We very
soon extended our wares to Include flowers, fruit and vegetables and
in order to make the stall more attractive, we ent to Messrs. Foster
to buy dishes, bowls, etc. to hold the various commodities we sold.
As they had not in the Pottery vases shaped as we required they kindly agreed to make some to our pattern, all glazed inside so that they
held water. They looked charming on the stall.
Later, when we began to breed dogs, the Pottery made food dishes
shaped to my design.
For the adult dogs they were two to three
inches high with side slightly incurved at the top edge so that no
food was spilled over the sides.
The puppy dishes were moulded on
the same plan but were only about one to one and a half inches high.
When I first went to the Pottery about all these dishes I was
very much interested to see a number of vessels on the shelves shaped
rather like an earthen ware flowerpot but glazed Inside and with no
sharp edge at the bottom; each had a short, slightly curved handle
(as illustrated above).
When I asked Mr Foster what they were he
said they were called 'pipkins' and were used in olden times to dip
water from a bucket, no doubt in times when a bucket of water was
brought in from the well and set down in the kitchen or scullery.
The pipkin was used to dip the water out.
They were admirably designed for this, the handle being exactly at the right angle for such
use while the slight curve fitted the hand perfectly.
They were of
two sizes, the larger to hold about a pint, the smaller perhaps half
a pint.
I bought several of them and always enjoyed using them as
vases or for any other suitable purpose, although now, regrettably,
all are broken. When I bought them Mr Foster told me he thought
they must have been made about forty years before.
'They have been
made a long time ago' he said.
WHEN SHERLOCK HOLMES WAS HERE
Among the ammunition of those who sought to preserve our Victorian station was the 'fact' that Sherlock Holmes arrived at It in The
Valley of Fear (1915), set 'at the end of the eighties'.
The station Is not actually mentioned, let alone described, in the story, but
there can be little doubt that Conan Doyle (who lived at Crowborough)
had East Grinstead in mind in his description of 'Biristone' , where
Holmes arrived by train from Victoria.
The picture accords well
with what we know of the town's development at that time.
'The village of Birlstone is a small and very ancient cluster of
half-timbered cottages on the northern border of the county of Sussex.
For centuries it had remained unchanged, but within the last
few years its picturesque appearance and situation have attracted a
number of well-to-do residents, whose villas peep out from the woods
around.
These woods are locally supposed to be the extreme fringe
of the great Weald forest, which thins away until it reaches the
north chalk downs.
A number of small shops have come into being to
meet the wants of the increased population, so that there seems some
prospect that Birlstone may soon grow from an ancient village into a
modern town.
It is the centre for a considerable area of country,
since Tunbridge Wells, the nearest place of importance, is ten or
twelve miles to the eastward, over the borders of Kent.'
M.J.L.
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THE PLAYFIELD

Following a paragraph about the Playfield in our last issue a little research and the memories of Mr R.H.Wood and Mr G.E.Leppard enable
us to tell more of its story.
In 1910 the East Grinstead Gas and Water Company was promoting a
bill in Parliament to authorise and finance proposed new works.
The
U.D.C. petitioned against its plan to erect a water tower 'on certain
lands known as the Playfield, which belong to your Petitioners, and
which are largely used for purposes of recreation by school children
and others', objecting to a clause permitting the Company to acquire
compulsorily a quarter of the field 'both on account of its interference with the said Playfield and also on account of its proximity to
Sackville College, which is a building of great architectural and historic importance'.
These objections (and others by the Council and by
Arthur Hepburn Hastie who was undertaking his own waterworks at Placelands) succeeded in securing protecting clauses in the Act.
The imposing tower we know was erected in 1914, as the keystone over the door
records.
Two stones at the N.W. angle name the directors and officers
of the Company and the builders, Norman and Burt of Burgess Hill. No
architect is specified so one assumes it Jas designed by the engineer,
W.Vaux Graham.
At this time there were posts on the Playingfield (as it was popularly called) to which certain people exercised the right to attach
ropes to hang out their washing.
One of them was the landlord of the
old Rose and Crown (demolished in 1939) who had it in his agreement;
the cottagers in Church Lane are believed to have been others.
It
would be interest.ng to know more about this right, how it ended and
how it began.
In 1876 the Sussex Advertiser reported that the recent1y walled field south of the Playfield (the College Field, fenced in
18l)) had been 'within the memory of man a No Man's Land intersected by
footpaths and doing duty as a parish drying ground'.
This high, exposed site would obviously be ideal for the purpose.
It may not be
fanciful to connect it with the 16th century Washwell or Washingwell
Common which lay at the bottom of a track running down past Porch House
- another part of the town of which one would like to know more.
Another puzzle is the field's name, since it is first recorded in
the Sackville settlement Act of 1811, let to the Vicar, with the Pigeon
House Field, at £2.1s. p.a. and presumably farmed by him with the adjacent glebe. However, Mr Wood (among others) recalls an 'example of
playing combined with so-called farming.
Between Cranston Road and
Mount Noddy there was in my childhood a grass field unfenced on two
sides.
It was "farmed" by taking a cut of hay yearly.
The locals
respected the growing crop, but thereafter boys ranged freely over it.
There may have been a bit of ad hoc fencing now and then for grazing I can't remember.
The Playffeld may well have been treated in much
that way in earlier times. We perhaps lose sight of the casual ways
of little country towns even as late as the 19th century.'
Inevitably questions remain.
When and how did the U.D.C. acquire
the Playfleld? Are there any restrictions on its development?
(And
what is the story of the other water towers in the town?)
Perhaps
other readers can add to our information. Meanwhile may we ask the
local papers to call the Playfield by its proper name and not 'the
green opposite Chequer Mead School'?
KING GEORGE'S FIELD: In the wake of the Post Office's excavations the
flower beds at the entrance to King George's Field have been replaced
by concrete crazy paving.
Is it that people can't be trusted to
leave plants alone in such exposed situations? Whatever the reason,
it's a pity.
M.J.L.
OBITUARY: We regret to record the death in January of the Rev. James
Harrison, whose reminiscences of the town at the turn of the century
provided a most interesting contribution to our September 1970 issue.
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THE HERMITAGE
by M.J.Leppard
Our Society has been caught up in the outcry over the proposed
Some account
demolition of the Hermitage and building in its grounds.
of the house and reflections on the situation may therefore be of use.
The name has not been traced before 1782 when it was painted by
Since at least 1780 it belonged to Thomas
James Lambert of Lewes.
Wakeham, an attorney and estate agent, who formed a collection of local
records (some of which n ,. ssed to W.H.Hills) and had the three brasses
In 1790 he
replaced in the Parish Ciurch after the fall of the tower.
lodged Miss Jane Wilson of Fletching when she came here to marry Spencer Perceval, Prime Minister 1809-12, dramatically assassinated 1812.
Hermitage Lane, not noted before 1894, evidently takes its name
From at least 1806 until living
from the house and not vice-versa.
memory it was Brewhouse or Brewers Lane, from the brewhouse at the top.
In 164 it was Hollow Lane.
In view of his antiquarian interests it is probable that Wakeham
(It is curious, however, that we
gave the house its romantic name.
also have Hermitage Road (whose other name Wells Bottom Lane dates from
at least 1808 and was officially discountenanced by Lingfield Parish
Council only a few years ago) called after another Hermitage, dated
1737 over the door but first rioted In 1799 as a 'new erected Tottagel
To add to the confusion there is a pair
in the will of William Tooth.
of Hermitage Cottages between Imberhorne and Ha7elden crossroads, in
appearance dating from the 1870s.)
A fire In 1897 at the Hermitage under discussion here (though by
then it had been temporarily re-named South Dene) led to extensive rebuilding in an undistinguished version of a style favoured at the
time.
Some joisting seems to have been re-used from the earlier
house in the kitchens and some copied.
So the present building has
no intrinsic historical or ar.hitectural interest.
The more recent story has been told in the local press.
Miss
Wagg, who died in 1949, left the house to her brother for his lifetime,
then to the Manor Charitable Trustees.
Our Society has welcomed the
temporary preservation order on the house as allowing ample time for
investigating and considering the situation, as well as the tree preservation orders, but has not committed itself to any policy for the
future.
What follows is the personal opinion of the writer: but he
believes it may be widely shared.
The building is not suitable for conversion, as several interested
parties have discovered.
The trustees have to do the best they can by
their beneficiaries.
With a site value of a quarter of a million
pounds housing development Is the obvious course.
It could surely be
done without damage to the more interesting botanically of the trees in
the small garden.
Though it would impinge on the view as one walked
along the lane it would not be visible from the town nor would it
affect the rocky part further up.
The arguments of those who would
preserve are based on sentiment and emotion, well-intentioned but,
alas, myopic.
Granted that Mr Wagg deserves honour as a local benefactor who
(anonymously) acquired East Court for the town and the Blacklands,
Broadstone and Hindleap camp sites for young people's organisations,
yet his memory would be ill served by attempts to fossilise his home
(for that is what it would amount to).
His name is preserved in the
new Scout centre in the former Portland Hall, a stone's throw from the
house.
It could perhaps also be given to some other suitable local
enterprise (if necessary promoted for the purpose) or one of the new
roads being laid out all around, relevant and welcome after Robert
Burns, Michael Faraday, John F. Kennedy & Co.
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COUNTY BRANCH LIBRARY NEWS

Recent additions likely to Interest members of our Society Include:
372.83 Q
711
720.9221
726.5
785.86
929.1
92.2 Q

942.25

Let's Use the Locality: A Handbook for Teachers (Suggestions for studying the environment in Primary Schools)
FAIRBROTH, N. New Lives, New Landscapes (Environment and
its problems)
NAIRN, I. & PEVSNL N. The Buildings of England: Surrey
Worth Church, Sussex (1911)
BRIDGE, A.
ELPHICK, G.P. Sussex Bells and Belfries (exhaustive history and catalogue)
ABBOTT, J.P. gamily Patterns: A Personal Experience of Genealogy (How to trace your family tree)
MILLWARD, R & ROBINSON, A.
South East England: Thameside
and Weald (Landscapes of Britain series;
textbook with well documented studies of
Ashdown Forest and Crawley New Town)
RTDLEY, U.
The Story of a Forest Village (see p.3)

Pamphlets: 1928-1970: East Grinstead County Grammar School (History)
A Hundred Years of Moat (History of Congregational Church)
The Chantry Commission of 1547 &c. (see p. 1+ and below)
Mid-Sussex Water Company: Information sheets.
North-West Sussex Water Board: Information sheets.
R.H.ADDERLEY (Branch Librarian)
LOCAL HISTORY NOTES AND NEWS
ASHDOWN FOREST: An interesting map has recently come to light at 6,
High Street, once the offices of Mr Leslie Wood the land agent.
In
September 1939 he was employed to make a schedule of condition of the
whole Forest.
It survives in the form of a 6" O.S. map, coloured to
show recent and ancient excavations for stone, areas of Scots pine,
birch scrub and turf, the extent of the Royal Ashdown Forest Golf
Club, areas requisitioned by the War Department and untouched primaeval Forest land,
This map will undoubtedly be of value to future students of the Forest.
It is hoped to lodge it In the County Record
Office.
At present it is with Messrs Turner Rudge & Turner.
P.D.W.
PRE-HISTORY: Mr C.F.Tebbutt and Mr J.H.Money are directing a digging
season at the Garden Hill Romano-British settlement, Colemans Hatch, 5•
to 27 August. A report of discoveries so far appears in Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.108 (1970)7 pp.39_49 ; brief details in our
January 1971 number.
Expenses will be about £250: donations may be
sent to the Manager, Barclays Bank, Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells.
Volunteer diggers may contact Mr Tebbutt (The Pheasantry, Wych Cross,
Forest Row; Forest Row 2321) as may anyone who can help him plot local
prehistoric finds on a map he Is preparing.
'There is much more in
this area than has been imagined before' he writes.
It is hoped to
show some of them at our Local History Exhibition in July.
M.J.L.
CHANTRY RECORDS: Anyone interested in local or ecclesiastical history
should not miss a paper by our editor, Mr M.J.Leppard, in the recently
issued vol.109 of the Sussex Archaeological Collections.
It deals in
detail with the local properties which belonged to religious bodies
and which were expropriated in 15+8, describes the inquiry that led to
the expropriation and hints at the local reaction to it.
This is a
meticulous piece of research, correcting one or two errors In previously published work (including mine) and can be heartily recommended.
Incidentally there is much else of interest in this volume, including
a brief paper on 18th century trade routes by our President, Mr I.D.
Margary.
(See also offer on p.)--)
P.D.W.
THE WEALDEN IRON RESEARCH GROUP's Spring 1972 Bulletin (no 3) includes
notes of activities in our area.
Information from Mr B.K.Herbert, 1,
Mill Close, Hurst-an-Clays Estate.
M.J.L.

AST GRINSTAD'S ANCIENT ARMS
by H.J.Leppard
Exactly four hundred years ago, 30 May 1572,
Thomas Cure of Southwark, master of the saddle
horses to.Edward VI, Mary and E117abeth, showed
his arpreciatlon of being elected one of East
Grinstead's N.P.s by obtaining from Garter Principal King of Arms a seal of arms for the Borough
He was later M.P. for South(illustrated here).
'ark, where he founded an almshouse and was buried in 1588 in what is
'Respublica Curae semper erat Curo' records
now Southwark Cathedral.
his epitaph - the state was ever a care to Cure.
Cure's initials appear on the seal, and D.L. for Duchy of LancasThe letters were brown, the
ter, of which the town then formed part.
feathers blue with gold tips, the rim gilt.
The original silver seal
has been lost for over a century but the document is in the care of
It Is printed In Sussex
the Sussex Archaeological Trust at Loves.
Archaeological Collectipnsvol.22 (1870), p.225 and Hills' History of
S.A.C., vol.36 (1888), p.252 records
Est Grinstead. (l), pp.i6f.
a djsoute in 1887 over the correct version of these arms, settled by
the College of Heralds in favour of the Local Board and against the
(In 195+ the College granted the
School Board and the Gas Company.
U.D.C. a coat of arms - not the same thing as a seal).
The grant is stated to have been made 'At ye Spetyall suyt' of
William Langridge, then Bailiff of the Borough, and 18 named burgesses
as well as other inhabitants.
All arpear In prominent roles in other
local records and only one of the surnames is not in the 1564 survey
(printed by our chairman In S.A.C., vol.106, pp.+9-53), so we can
Identify their homes, all in the High Street, with reasonable certainty.
Most of them owned their own burgages and portlands.
John
Payne also owned the forge (Constitutional Buildings) and Thomas Lullingden junior a shambles (slaughter house) in Middle Row.
Others
owned cottages.
William Langridge, who owned a stable in Middle Row,
lived at the site of the Crown, which was probably an inn already: so
also, it seems, was the Dorset Arms site where John Duffield lived.
Thomas Fawrekenor (Old Welcome) was aooarently a weaver.
Further research would enable us to discover more, but as it is we can form a
very fair picture of our town's leading citizens four centuries ago
and their civic pride.
ORATORY AND OUTHOUSE
An undistinguished looking outhouse behind the shops between the
College and Church Lane has recently been demolished.
Until 1'5P it
had been used by a currier for drying skins but then he sold his premises to the Sisterhood of St Margaret and it was converted to serve
as their Oratory.
For the previous two years they had occuried the
house in Church Lane now Messrs Peirless do Rougernont's offices and
.'orshirned in a former rony-chaise shed there.
But to the historian
these two outbuildings are imnortant as 'almost certainly' the first
olaces in the Church of England since the Reformation where daily
Mass 'as said (from July i?56), the Sacrament perpetually reserved
(from New Year's Eve 1857) and Benediction held (1959).
This Is how
the recently demolished 'neaceful little Oratory ... where we knelt,
not in choir, but each at her own little prie-Dleu' was remembered by
the legendary Mother Kate who joined the Society in September 1858,
aged 18: 'I can recall it all so vividly, the narrow dark little
Oratory, with three plain wooden arches shutting in the Sanctuary,
where the red lamp flickered in the semi-darkness, and the tall
figure of the Founder stood before the altar, speaking words of comfort, encouragement, and, where he deemed it necessary, of the very
sharpest reproof.'
M.J.LEPPARD
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LOCAL HISTORY EXHIBITION: A PROGRESS REPORT

Our proposed Local History Exhibition is definitely to take place
from 24-29 July in the new hail at 30, Cantelupe Road, on the corner
with Vicarage Walk (formerly Cullens printing works).
Thanks to many people's kind offers or agreements to lend material there will be no lack of exhibits, which it is proposed to lay out
in sections, such as Pre-Historic and Roman, Wealden Iron, Sackville
A souvenir programme will include not only an annotatCollege, etc.
ed guide to each section and acknowledgements of all sources of help
The U.D.C.
but also a brief history of the town and a bibliography.
has generously promised a guarantee of £50 and local businesses are
Some display materials have been
being approached for donations.
promised and publicity arrangements are in hand.
The main need will be an unlimited supply of manpower (and womanSome help is needed with transport and preparation but most
power).
in supervision for an hour or two during the day, which will involve
It is
little more than being present and keeping an eye on things.
Sunday
23
will
be
used
hoped to have four people on duty at a time.
for preparation and Sunday 30 for clearing away, both from 10 a.m.
Opening times to the public will be:
Monday 24
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Friday, Saturday

11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

It is hoped to have an opening ceremony at 11 a.m. on the Monday, performed by our President, Mr. I. D. Margary F.S.A.
Brig.G.W.H.Fellows, 'Pine Lodge', Ship Street (21309) is compiling a rota of helpers and hopes to hear from every member of the Society what days and times they can manage to help cover. Please get in
touch with him as soon as possible so that plans may be made securely.
The treasurer will be glad to hear from anyone who would like to
help financially (Barclays Bank).
Any other offers, including help with distributing and exhibiting
posters and handbills, or enquiries may be made to Mr R.H.Adderley at
the Public Library (write, phone 21342 or call at the counter) or to
Mr M.J.Leppard, Brighton, Hova & Sussex Grammar School, Dyke Road,
Hove, BN3 6EG, who is organising the exhibits.
SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY NS
The Sussex Archaeological Society is appealing for £O,OOO to improve and enlarge the amenities of the museum at its headquarters,
Barbican House, Lewes, to increase its educational value for visitors
and research students and to provide cloakrooms, an exhibition gallery
and a lecture room.
On Saturday 21 October the Society is sponsoring
a one day Conference at Lewes Priory School, 'Aspects of Mediaeval
Sussex'.
Further details from the Secretary, Barbican House, Lewes.
LOCAL RERENCES TN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (continued)
ol.lO (188) p.88 Smugglers at E.G. Assizes, 1749.
pp.l33,l35,lL-2 Subsidy, 1L j 12.
pp.l32,16f. Ancient inns: Wych Cross, Swan, Antelope,
Dorset Arms.
p.208 J.H.Boorman token, 179.
Vol.11 (1859) p.186

Rev.Sir Henry Poole's diary, 1786.
p.212 Cock fight.
p. 22 5 Armour of Clergy, 1612.

Vol.12 (1860) pp.266f. Playbill, 1758.
p.29 John Aske, Shelvestrode, 1541.
p.53 Walter Gale elected H.P., 1710.

